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Closure Calibration (TCC). Then we discuss the
attainable uncertainty of the GPS calibration. Finally we
provide in the Annex an example report of using a GPS
calibrator for a typical UTC time link calibration based on
the US Naval Observatory (USNO) and PTB,
UTC(USNO)-UTC(PTB) TWSTFT link calibration. Here
we describe the characteristics of BIPM’s Measurement
of Total Delay (METODE) Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) calibrator, its setup at a UTC laboratory,
Lab(k), measurements, and its results. In this calibration,
the GPS result differs from that of the TWSTFT MS by
0.9 ns with an uncertainty of 1.5 ns.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer
(TWSTFT) has been a primary technique contributing to
the comparison of clocks and primary frequency
standards in UTC generation for over one and a half
decades. TWSTFT has proved to be the most accurate
technique for time transfer measurements based on the
exchange of radio frequency signals via satellites
[1,2,9,19]. It is independent from and complementary
with GPS time transfer, and the long-term stability of its
calibration has been demonstrated in many cases [39]. In
addition, quasi-real time data exchange and computations
are currently operational.

ABSTRACT
Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer
(TWSTFT) links were first introduced to Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) generation in 1999. These
TWSTFT links were calibrated by alignment with the
corresponding GPS time links, of which the nominal
uncertainty was 5 ns. In the past decade, the primary
calibration technique for TWSTFT link calibrations was
based on a TWSTFT mobile ground station (MS) with
uncertainty at the level of 1 ns. The use of an MS for
TWSTFT link calibration is limited by the availability of
an MS, a common satellite transponder, transportation,
and high cost. For example, due to the lack of a common
transponder, a MS cannot be used for a stand-alone
calibration of the NIST-PTB link (the link between the
National Institue of Standards and Technology (NIST)
and the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB)).
Therefore, alternative techniques have been proposed and
validated in recent years.

The importance of TWSTFT has grown over the past few
years, with the introduction into UTC computations of
time-links based on a combination of TWSTFT and GPS
carrier-phase time and frequency transfer with the Precise
Point Positioning (GPSPPP) processing. This strategy
combines the accuracy of the TWSTFT calibrations with
the precision of the GPS carrier phase solutions while also
minimizing the effect of diurnal variations seen in time
transfer results in many TWSTFT links. It also brings
greater importance to the need for systematic calibration
and recalibration of TWSTFT links. Wider application is
nevertheless recommended whenever possible, e.g. for
GNSS link calibration..

Investigations for improving GPS time link calibrations
have been performed since 2008. In 2011 this triggered
the International Bureau of Weights and Measures
(BIPM) to carry out a pilot study on using GPS link
calibrations for the UTC TWSTFT time links. The study
concluded that a link calibration uncertainty of 1.5 ns is
attainable. Based thereon, the ‘TWSTFT Calibration
Guidelines for the UTC Time Links’ recognize the GPS
link calibration as an alternative technique for the
calibration of TWSTFT links.

Calibration is a key issue in the use of TWSTFT in the
UTC generation. However, calibration of a TWSTFT link
via GPS is the only practical means in some cases. The
evaluated Type B uncertainty (uB) of the GPS link
calibration has been reduced to 1.5 ns as reported by PTB,
ROA, (Royal Institute and Observatory of the Navy,
Spain), NICT (National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology, Japan), NIM (National
Institue of Metrology, Beijing China), INRIM (Istituto
Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica, Italy), TL
(Telecommunication Laboratories, Taiwan) and BIPM
[4,5,8,10-13,36]. The BIPM’s GPS-based calibration

In this paper, we first outline the new TWSTFT
Calibration Guidelines for UTC Time Links (v3.0), which
was approved at the 23rd meeting of the Consultative
Committee for Time and Frequency (CCTF) Working
Group on TWSTFT. It authorizes several techniques,
including the GPS link calibration and the Triangle



system (METODE) [6,14,20,23,26,27] was applied
successfully to the UTC TWSTFT links NICT-PTB,
NIM-PTB and TL-PTB.

comments, submitted to the TWSTFT PS meeting held
during the PTTI in Boston in Dec 2014, handed to the
independent reviewers, corrected by the BIPM
publication officer, and submitted to the TWSTFT PS
meeting during the IFCS-EFTF in Denver, April 2015. At
every stage there were discussions and revisions; the
deadline for final comments of all the members of the
TWSTFT WG was 15 May. In total, 55 drafts were
edited, and the final version (V3) was approved by the
23rd CCTF WG on TWSTFT meeting at BIPM on the 8
Sept, 2015.

Another novelty in the guidelines is triangle closure
calibration (TCC) [18], which is approved as one of the
formal calibration techniques to transfer the N-1 UTC link
calibrations in an N-point network to all the (N²-3N+2)/2
independent links. Several TCCs were performed in the
recent years and the latest one was reported in Dec. 2015
[25]. W. Klepczynski highlighted the TCC as a milestone
in the TWSTFT history [19].

This achievement is therefore a product of the full
participation and cooperation of the whole community;
however the TW calibration guidelines are a living
document, and will be updated when necessary by the
future annual CCTF WG on TWSTFT meetings.

The guidelines encourage simultaneous or cross
calibrations using multi-techniques. This is helpful to
evaluate the calibration uncertainty and to investigate the
potential biases between the different techniques.

3. THE CHARACTERSTICS OF THE NEW
GUIDELINES

2. THE NEW TWSTFT CALIBRATION
GUIDELINES AND THE VERSION
EVOLUTION

3.1 The Primary calibration technique

A drafting group was created according to the
recommendation of the 22nd TWSTFT annual working
group meeting held in VNIIFTRI (All-Russian Scientific
Research Institute of Physico-Technical Measurements),
Mendeleev, Russia, September 2014 [24]. It consisted of:

The primary calibration technique uses a standard
TWSTFT mobile station (MS). The calibration
uncertainty of using a MS is usually uB ≤ 1 ns [2,3,1516,22]. Reference [3] gives all the details about the
organization, data processing, uncertainty evaluation to be
included in the final report, and the CALR (link
calibration result) implementation of the calibration
campaign.

 Task group: E. Dierikx (VSL), J. Hirschauer (USNO),
Z. Jiang (BIPM), C. Lin (TL), A. Naumov
(VNIIFTRI), D. Piester (PTB), V. Zhang (NIST).
 Independent reviewers were invited who had not
participated in the drafting work: J. Achkar (OP), F.
Arias (BIPM), and J. Galindo (ROA).
 Editor: BIPM publication officer R. Sitonn, for the
English and metrological vocabulary
 Commenters: all TWSTFT working group (WG)
members; Distinguished invited commenter, D.
Matsakis (USNO)

3.2 Alternative calibration technique
When use of the TWSTFT MS is not applicable, GPS
time link calibration is an alternative technique, of which
the uncertainty of 1.5 ns is attainable, as further described
in the Annex and in [4,5,8,10-14,20,27,35-37].
The GPS link calibration differs from the receiver
calibration. The latter is based upon a common clock
difference (CCD) [20]. The link calibration measures the
double clock difference (DCD) directly, which is
calculated by subtracting the GPS link between the
travelling calibrator and the remote site master receiver
from the TWSTFT link. The local GNSS receivers of
Lab(k) are not involved in the link calibration at all.

The draft guideline takes three facts for granted:
 A calibration is based upon a full cooperation of the
participants, including the UTC laboratory of
TWSTFT participation stations (PS), the TWSTFT
mobile station (MS) provider and the BIPM;
 A TWSTFT PS laboratory has the technical
knowledge and experience to perform correctly a
TWSTFT calibration under the guidelines, even if it
does not specify the full technical details;
 The mandated part of the guidelines should be clear
and simple without technical details1.

Meanwhile, a link calibration of either TWSTFT or GPS
is referred to the UTC pivot point (PTB at present) while
a receiver calibration is independent, keeping in mind
that, theoretically, the UTC time transfer is a link time
transfer between Lab(k) and PTB. In fact, the uncertainty
in the UTC-UTC(k) values reported in the BIPM Circular
T depends numerically on that of the time link of Lab(k)PTB, 98% on average [37].

The task group worked out the first draft (V0) that was
circulated to all the members of the TWSTFT WG for
1

The completed guideline has only a master document of
three effective pages plus two Annexes, which are not
mandated but openly published. One is the annex of this
paper and the other is [3]

Taking the example of the UTC link USNO-PTB, its
TWSTFT part has been link-calibrated [30] while the
GPS part is rather complex, because the USNO receiver is



regularly absolutely calibrated [33] whereas the PTB
receiver was differentially calibrated against a BIPM
travelling receiver traced back to an absolute calibration
of 15 years ago [34]. Obviously, a bias may exist between
the TWSTFT and GPS calibrations. The present
difference between TWSTFT link and GPS link is 3.0 ns,
ftp://tai.bipm.org/TimeLink/LkC/1511/USNOPTB/Dlk/U
SNOPTB.T3T35.Gif, given in the BIPM monthly time
link comparisons of Nov. 2015. Both, the GPS receivers
and TWSTFT link, have been calibrated in 2015, with the
uncertainty values declared as 1.7 ns for the GPS receiver
at PTB [31] and 0.6 ns for the TW link [30].

comparable [20]. The bias may be bigger than the
uncertainty, as in the case above of USNO-PTB. A
conversion between link and receiver calibration results
would be necessary, which is often difficult to achieve
due to the fact that there is not a unique, clear and
traceable reference for the later. That is why, in case of a
BIPM UTC calibration, an alignment of a TW link to a
GPS link (obtained by a receiver calibration) is not
considered as a metrological calibration of the same
category, and a conventional value of 1 ns at least is
added to the originally stated uncertainty of the GPS
receiver calibration3.

In summary, there are differences between, 1) the GPS
link calibration aiming at calibrating a TW link; and 2) the
GPS link calibration derived from the receivers’
calibrations (namely the time link alignment in terms of
the BIPM practices):

Although the local GNSS receivers of Lab(k) are not
needed in the TW link calibration, it is possible as a sidebenefit to use the TW MS calibration to verify or
determine the calibration of the GNSS link.

 In the first case, we visit the two end laboratories in a
unique and shortest calibration tour and in the second
case, separate calibration tours may take place in quite
different years;
 In the first, we use the same travelling calibrator,
operated by the same person/Lab and follow the same
guideline which is not the case in the second2;
 In the first, the local master GPS receiver is not
involved so that all its error sources due to its setup,
sub-delay measurements, instabilities in it and in other
related equipment will not affect the calibration;
 The first is a pure differential calibration and the
second may be a mix of differential and absolute
calibrations, as in the case of the UTC link USNOPTB;
 Finally, in the first, the GPS-link and TWSTFT-MSlink calibrations have the same reference, that is, the
pivot of the UTC network (PTB) which is fixed with
respect to all the labs/links of TW and GPS, but in the
second, some are referred to the average of the G1 and
G2 laboratories, e.g. PTB, OP, NMIJ, etc. as given,
e.g., in [31] (where the pivot PTB master receiver has
a obtained correction) and other to an absolute one
(USNO). In general, the end-points of the links
(Lab(k)-PTB) may have different corrections made by
different campaigns, epochs, calibrator and operator
following different guidelines.

 Accept TCC (Triangle Closure Calibration) with an
uncertainty evaluation for each case;
 Accept a UTC laboratory (not necessarily PTB) as the
starting and closing point, with uncertainty evaluation
for each case;
 Clarify the responsibility and relation of different
parties between the MS provider; the participating
laboratories; the coordinator, and the BIPM;
 Rather than the technical details, it outlines the
organization, measurement, data processing, final
report and CALR implementation.

3.3 Other provisions of the guidelines

4. THE CALIBRATION REPORT
A coordinator is named by the participants and charged
with the preparation of the report, based on the input of
the participants. For this purpose, the participants will
provide the raw data and any other technical information
relevant to the measurement. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 specify
what the report contains.
4.1 MS calibration report contains
 The description of the calibration campaign;
 The technical protocol;
 A technical description of the common clock
difference or link difference measurements performed
at each station visited;
 Report of the results and their corresponding
uncertainties;
 The measurement data processing for the computation
of the calibration result (CALR), Earth station delay
variation (ESDVAR) and their related uncertainties;

Taking the above as a fact and referring to a “rigorous”
metrological calibration, the result of time transfers
calibrated by link and receiver schemes are not directly
2

For example, the VSL-PTB TW link was calibrated in 2013
using a MS [25] but that of the GPS master receiver at VSL
was made in 2004 [38] using a C/A code calibrator and that
of PTB was in 2015 using P3 code [31]. Even under the
ongoing BIPM/RMOs G1-G1 calibration program, the
receivers of PTB and VSL will be calibrated by different
operators, travelling calibrators in different tours on different
periods.

3
The uncertainty of this so-called TW link alignment to the
GPS link includes the uncertainties of the GPS receivers at
both ends and additional components from reference delays
for both the GPS receivers and the TW stations, giving an
extra alignment uncertainty in the budget of the total
uncertainty.



 The complete evaluation of the uncertainty budget;
 In cases where the pivot of the TWSTFT network does
not participate in the campaign, the report must
include result and uncertainty of the link between the
selected intermediate station for the calibration and the
pivot;
 In the case of calibration by TCC, a description of the
method for evaluating the uncertainties is required.

 The implementation of the calibration results will be
decided by the participants and the BIPM.

The calibration report must be approved by all
participating laboratories, and will be published on the
BIPM website after approval.

 To assign a Calibration Identification (CI) number to
each accepted Result (CALR);

6. THE ROLE OF THE BIPM
The role of the BIPM is:
 To verify that reports respect the Guidelines for UTC
time links, and to approve and publish it on the BIPM
website;

 To propose the date of implementation of the
calibration results in the ITU data files in agreement
with the participants (coordinated by the concerned
members of the TWSTFT WG). The implementation
of calibration results should be made, by preference,
within the two months following the assignment of the
CI numbers. To facilitate the calculation of Circular T,
the date of implementation of calibration results
should be fixed between two periods of calculation of
Circular T, on a Modified Julian Date (MJD) date not
ending in 4 or 9;

The exact style is not mandated by these guidelines, but
reference [3] is provided as an example to carry out the
calibration and prepare the report.
4.2 GPS link calibration report content
Using GPS to calibrate a TWSTFT link is a simple
alternative to the use of a TWSTFT MS. Nevertheless,
reporting the results is essential and all key points listed in
subsection 4.1 should be adequately addressed. The
annex of this paper is an example of a GPS time link
calibration campaign and the calibration report. Its style
is not mandated by the guidelines but is a reference to
carry out a calibration and to prepare the report. Latest
developments in improving the continuity of the GPS
measurements [28,32] may further reduce the calibration
uncertainty.

5.

 To monitor the stability of UTC time link calibrations
through the monthly comparisons between the
TWSTFT and GPS time transfer links. The
comparison results are monthly published at
ftp://tai.bipm.org/TimeLink/LkC/. As a supplement to
the laboratories monitoring their systems and links,
the BIPM will contact the relevant laboratories if
anomalous behaviour is apparent;

NOTES:

 To perform the global network calibration through
TCC [18,21,25] when necessary;
 To report to the CCTF Working Group on TWSTFT
on the status of the time link calibrations.

 Any of the following stations can be used as the
starting-closing station for a calibration campaign:
o The pivot laboratory in the UTC time links network
(PTB at present),
o A UTC(k), i.e. any UTC TWSTFT station that is part of
the calibration trip,
o Other stations as decided by the TWSTFT working
group;

The members of the CCTF Working Group on TWSTFT
and the BIPM are responsible for keeping the Guidelines
up to date. Discussions will be ongoing, but final
approval of any changes will take place at the annual
TWSTFT meetings.

 As an example, [3] gives the uncertainty of the closure
measurement at the pivot or intermediate stations;
 The stability of the intermediate station needs to be
guaranteed over the period of the calibration
campaign. This could be achieved by performing
repeated common clock measurements, by the use of a
satellite simulator, and/or by comparison with the
corresponding GPS measurements;
 Use of the TCC is authorised, cf. [18,25] for the
detailed discussion on method and related uncertainty;
 If applicable, it is suggested that the TWSTFT link
calibration be compared to the latest GPS calibrations.
Considering the independence of the two techniques,
the difference should be in agreement with the
combined uncertainty: U ≤ √[u²(TW)+u²(GPS)]. If this
is not the case, an analysis of the causes is
recommended;
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ANNEX. Example report [29]

TWSTFT link
calibration report
-- Calibration of the Lab(k)-PTB UTC Time Links
with a GPS calibrator4
Abstract
This report includes the calibration results of the Lab(k)-PTB
TWSTFT link and closure measurements of the BIPM-Lab(k)BIPM tour. During 10-20 Feb., 2015 (DOY 41-51, MJD 5706357073), the BIPM Standard Travelling Calibration Station
(StdB) visited Lab(k) in order to calibrate the Lab(k)-PTB
TWSTFT link for UTC generation. This work follows the
TWSTFT Calibration Guideline for UTC Time Links [26].

Photos: The calibration setup at Lab(k)

NOTATION
UTCp: the UTC(k) point at Lab(k). Hereafter the k stands
for Lab(k), the laboratory to be calibrated
Link: a time link is a clock comparison result using a
particular technique, e.g., a link of GPS C/A, P3,
PPP or GLONASS or TWSTFT or TWOTFT. A
UTC link at present is a time link between Lab(k)
and PTB
StdB: The BIPM GPS travelling calibrator, consisting of
N (≥2) GNSS receivers+antennas+cables and
PPS/frequency-distributors. It is a pre-cabled black
box calibrator with unknown but constant total
delay during a calibration tour
Total Delay: The total electrical delay from the antenna
phase center to the UTCp including all the
devices/cables that the satellite and clock signals
pass through. It numerically equals the sum of all
the sub-delays. The total delay uncertainty is the
main part of the UTC time transfer uncertainty
METODE5: MEasurement of TOtal DElay, the BIPM
calibration system composed of related methods

5

METODE was proposed in the frame of the BIPM pilot project
(2011-2014) aiming at unifying the UTC time link calibration
with an uncertainty ≤ 2 ns [6,20,27]. It is composed of a time
link calibration scheme with the calibrator denoted StdB.
This document describes a typical TWSTFT link calibration. If
we replace the TWSTFT link by a GNSS link or an optical fiber
(OF), it becomes a GNSS or an optical fiber (OF) time link
calibration. This calibration becomes a classic receiver
calibration if the link includes the UTC network pivot (PTB),
whose absolute calibration error will be cancelled UTC time
transfer. The calibration correction CM can be converted to
classical corrections of the Internal Delay, INTDLY(L1/L2), by
removing the CABDLY and REFDLY. However, this
introduces extra uncertainties. In consequence, the uncertainties
of the INTDLY(L1/L2) maybe larger than 3 ns [13,27].

4

This Annex gives a general example how to perform a
TWSTFT link calibration of Lab(k)-PTB with a GPS calibrator
and prepare the report. Although the report is partially based on
the calibration experiment at USNO [23], the acronyms (BIPM,
USNO, PTB etc.), coordinator, equipment, images, figures,
measurement data etc. in this document are fictional.



found in the BIPM calibration guideline [26]. Accounting
for the starting and closure measurements at the BIPM,
we compute the calibration corrections for the UTC
TWSTFT time links between Lab(k)-PTB. Since this link
has been recently calibrated with TWSTFT, this supplies
a supplementary and official GPS time link calibration.

and equipment (StdB) for the generation of UTCUTC(k) in Circular T [1]
CM: The METODE total delay correction. It should be
subtracted from the GPS data, e.g. RefGPS-CM in
CGGTTS, -CM in Clb_GNSS.Lst file; and added to
the CALR of the ITU TWSTFT data of the Lab(k)
side file LabKMJ.DDD. If the PTB is taken as the
reference of the calibration, a GNSS time link
correction is equal to the differential GNSS
receiver calibration correction
uA, uB: Type A and type B uncertainties (1-σ) [16,17]
uM: Total uncertainty of the total delay correction CM;
CCD: Common clock difference
DCD: Double clock difference, e.g. link difference of
TWSTFT and GPS
Tour: a calibration tour is a round trip calibration
campaign with start and closure measurements. It may
include several laboratories

GPSPPP solutions are used for this calibration.

A1.2 Summary of the main result
Table A1 displays the calibration for the time link
corrections (CM) for the TWSTFT links on the baseline
Lab(k)-PTB, see Table A1.
Table A1 The total delay correction for the TWSTFT
time link Lab(k)-PTB
Lab

Time Rcv/Link

CM/ns

uM

ITU CI

S

Lab(k)

TWSTFT: Lab(k)-PTB

+0.9*

1.5 ns

888-2015

1

* In the files TWLABK57.070, and TWPTB57.070, we have the
corresponding CALR=-488.0 ns for Lab(k) and +488.0 ns for
PTB. The ESDVARs= are kept zero and unchanged, cf. Section
4.2.

A1. SUMMARY
According to the TWSTFT calibration guideline for UTC
time links [7,26], a TWSTFT link calibration campaign is
carried out using a mobile TWSTFT ground station or/and
a GPS calibrator that are circulated among several time
laboratories contributing to UTC. This report confines
itself to the specific measurement of Lab(k)-PTB. A
similar calibration tour of NIST-PTB has been made. The
consistency of that report with previous TWSTFT
calibrations of the Lab(k)-PTB and Lab(k)-NIST links
will be presented elsewhere.

Figure A1 shows the data of the related links. Of the
available GPSPPP links, only USN6-PTBB is illustrated
here. As shown in the plot, the Lab(k)-PTB TWSTFT and
the GPSPPP links are close to each other but 0.9 ns and
1.5 ns lower than the StdB–PTBB link.

A1.1 General
This report includes the calibration results of the Lab(k)PTB TWSTFT link and closure measurement of the
BIPM-Lab(k)-BIPM tour with the BIPM standard
travelling calibration station (StdB). During 10-20 Feb.,
2015 (DOY 41-51, MJD 57063-57073), the StdB was
installed at Lab(k). The goal was to calibrate the Lab(k)PTB TWSTFT link for UTC generation. This work and
this report follow the TWSTFT Calibration Guideline for
UTC Time Links [7].

violet: PPP Lab(k)-PTB; Triangle: TWSTFT Lab(k)-PTB; Red: PPP
StdB-PTBB (StdB is mean of BP0U/blue and BP1C/black)

Figure A1 The time links on the UTC baseline Lab(k)PTB during the calibration period

A1.3 The Combined Uncertainty

As part of the BIPM Pilot Project, the METODE was
developed to unify the UTC time link calibrations with a
calibration uncertainty uB ≤ 1.5~2 ns [6,27], Since 2013,
the StdB has visited the UTC labs OP, PTB, PL, AOS, TL,
NMIJ, NICT, NIM (BSNC), and ROA; experiments were
made also at the BIPM, NIST, USNO [23] and Lab(k).
The three StdB visits to PTB in June 2013, Aug. 2014 and
April 2015 allow transferring the calibration of the PTB
master receiver to the Lab(k). The differences of the two
visits were less than 0.3 ns. This and the closure
measurements at BIPM proved the long-term stability of
the StdB.

 PPP Measurement uncertainty (uA) of StdB-UTC(k):
0.1~0.3 ns;
 PPP Measurement uncertainty (uA) of UTC(k)UTC(PTB): 0.1~0.3 ns
 TWSTFT Measurement uncertainty (uA) of UTC(k)UTC(PTB): 0.2~0.5
 Instability and the sub-delay measurement uncertainty
of the reference at Lab(k): 0.5~0.7 ns
 Instability of the traveling receivers: 0.5~1.0 ns;
 Others (including multipath): 0.3~0.6 ns

The requirements for the setup and computations can be

The UM as estimated from the root mean square (RMS) of

The total uncertainty (UM) of the CM is composed of [27]:



these errors is hence 0.8~1.5 ns (1σ). However, the
unknown and systematic errors are likely higher than
usual and therefore we take our uncertainty to be 1.5 ns.

Lab(k)
antenna(s)

If only one GPS receiver calibrator component of the
METODE is used, the instability would be factor of √2
higher, and uB = √2 x1.5 ns = 2.1 ns.

BIPM
antenna 1

BIPM
antenna 2

10 MHz distributor
PPS distributor
UTC(k)

Other independent studies [4,5,10-13,36] proved that the
calibration uncertainty of 1.5 ns or even smaller [10] is
attainable. Here each system can perform a calibration
without sharing any common part with the other. It is best
to have at least two receivers of different types. This may
increase the measurement discrepancies but lowers the
uncertainty computation as well as the robustness of the
calibration result.

Time transfer
receiver of Lab(k)
Lab(k)
equipment

10 MHz
C149

1 PPS
C166

10 MHz distributor
PPS distributor
BP1C/PolarX3
BP0U/GTR50

Lab(k)
clock

A2. STANDARD SETUPS OF THE STDB
DURING A CALIBRATION TOUR
The setup of the StdB is shown in Figure A2. The cable
C166 was directly connected to the UTC(k).

BIPM StdB

Figure A2 Setup of the BIPM StdB at a UTC (k )

(The BIPM devices including cables are shown in blue. Lab(k)’s
equipment is shown in black)

By the definition of the METODE UTC time link
calibration correction [6], we have the following steps:
 We start from BIPM;
 We set the PTB’s master GPS receiver (PTBB) as the
reference of the calibration and its calibration
correction to be zero;
 We align the StdB to PTBB, i.e. the BP0U and BP1C
in StdB are to be corrected -5.2 ns and -3.6 ns [27];
 The StdB goes to the Lab(k), and makes measurements
side by side with the TWSTFT ground station of
Lab(k). They use the same reference signals of
UTC(k);
 We make the closure measurement at BIPM;
 We compute the double clock differences (DCDs) as
shown in equation (1) below. Each data point is the
result of the difference of a TWSTFT value and the
interpolation of the 2 adjacent PPP values (computed
every 5 min) or P3 values (computed about every 16
min). P3 technique is not the best option to carry out
DCD, even worse for long baseline, nevertheless the
differences with respect to PPP results are normally
below 0.5 ns. The corresponding equation for the
DCD is:
CM =DCD =Link(PPP)-Link(TW)
=[UTCPPP(k)StdB-UTCPPP(PTB)]
-[UTC(k)-UTC(PTB)]TW

TIC

A3. SETUPS AT THE LAB(K)
The setup and the 1-PPS IN/OUT measurements at Lab(k)
are illustrated in Figures A3.1 and A3.2. See also the
photos on the cover page. The RefDly determination is
critical, and is the only value that must be measured in
both laboratories. Although not difficult in principle,
subtle impedance matching issues, reflections, and even
the choice of measurement technique could affect the
measurement. In the BIPM StdB, a time interval counter
(TIC) is used to reduce the impact of the bias in the subdelay measurements (Figure A3.2). In the setup of Figure
A3.1, the RefDly of the StdB is 66.2 ns.

(1)

here the GPSPPP data in the first bracket are taken while
StdB is at site k. The UTCTW(k) is measured by the
TWSTFT equipment; the no-zero DCD is the calibration
correction to the link Lab(k)-PTB.
Figure A3.1 Setup of the StdB at the Lab(k) T/F
laboratory

To average out the diurnal effects and measurement noise,
5 to 7 days of continuous measurements are required.



Figure A3.2 shows the BIPM BP1C PPS IN/OUT
measurement on 10/2/2015 before the calibration
measurement started. On 20/2/2015, another measurement
was made after the measurement. The difference was 0.05
ns and is negligible.

A4.1 GPSPPP solution
The RINEX files (including PTBB) were edited and
corrected for cycle slips with the program of Teqc before
the PPP processing. For the Novatel receiver, the bias C1P1 was taken into account using the program of
CC2nonCC.
The red triangles in the following figures are the dayaveraged values.
1.0

Null measurement [5]

DCD /ns

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
57073 57074 57075 57076 57077 57078 57079 57080
MJD

Delay measurement

Figure A4.1a DCD of BP1C-BP0U, Av=0.357±0.200 ns
Figures A4.1a and A4.1b show the DCD of the BP0U and
BP1C and the TDev. The measurements show an effect of
unknown origin [23]. The DCD scatter up to 1 ns.
Although most of the deviations should be averaged out,
the possibility of a systematic bias in one of the two
receivers cannot be ruled out by divided by 2. The mean
value is 0.357±0.200 ns.

Figure A3.2 BIPM BP1C PPS IN/OUT measurements
Table A3.1 is a summary of the receiver and the antenna
information directly used in the calibration data
processing. Table A3.2 lists the present sub-delays before
the calibration. They will be used as the starting values
for the calibration computations.
Table A3.1 The receiver and antenna information

-9.8

Type

Antenna

Antenna code

Note

-10.0

BP0U

GTR50
Sept.
Polarx3
Ashtech
Z12T

NOV702GG

NAE07190046

-10.2

ASH701945E_M

2000785

BIPM StdB
BIPM
StdB

ASH700936E
SNOW

CR15930

BP1C
PTBB

σX / s

Receiver

Master

IntDly
(L1)

BP0U

IntDly
(L3)

304.5

60

40

80

50

-10.4

-10.8
h/2 h d/8 d/2 day 3d wk
-11.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
Averaging time

Cab RefTotal
Co* C1* C2* C3*
Dly Dly**
Dly

Figure A4.1b Tdev of the DCD in Figure A4.1a

-66.2 -20.8 5.2

BP1C
PTBB

IntDly
(L2)

90

-10.6

Table A3.2 The sub-delay information (in CGGTTS
header etc.) /ns
Rcv

130

Tdev /ps

-81.8
-66.2 225.2 3.6
-6.5 -47.2
203.3
318.9 282.252301.7 75.3
508.65

A4.2 The calibration of the TWSTFT link

* Co, C1, C2, C3 are the sub-delays/corrections. We use only
the Total Delay for the link calibration

The raw data of the GPS and TWSTFT between MJD
57075-57081 were used.
Figures A4.2a and A4.2b depict the CCD and DCD of the
TWSTFT minus GPSPPP links over the baseline Lab(k)PTB. Here and below, the black cross is TW link and blue
circle the PPP link. The DCD, i.e., the calibration
corrections, are 0.79 ns and 1.07 ns as measured by the
BP0U and BP1C respectively. Their average TWSTFT
link calibration correction is CM= 0.93 ns with an

A4. DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
We use the equation (1) to compute the total delay
calibration correction CM through the DCD of the
TWSTFT and the GPSPPP links.



uncertainty of 1.5 ns. If applied, it should be added to the
CALR in the ITU file on the Lab(k) side and subtracted
from the PTB ITU file.

2.5
2.0

CCD /ns

1.5

From the ITU file TWLABK57.070, CALR= -488.884 ns
and ESDVAR=0.0±0.0 ns. We have then the METODE
calibrated CALR=-488.88 ns+(0.93 ns)=-487.95 ns with
ESDVAR=0, which is unchanged in both sides of PTB
and Lab(k).

1.0
0.5
0.0

-0.5

Links[ns with (+) for Link1]: _1502_USNOPTB.TGTP5 , Total: 72Ep

57076.0

This correction should be subtracted from the ITU
TWSTFT data format file of the PTB side but added to
that of Lab(k) side. The Job of the BIPM Tsoft Menu Y20
for this calibration correction (active Calib) is:
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FigureA4.2b DCD of TWSTFT and PPP (BP1C-PTBB)
links of Lab(k)-PTB, Av=1.07±0.339 ns

1.1
1.3
57076

57077

57078
MJD

57079

Note that, usually the ESDVAR should be set to zero after
calibration. The calibration identifier CI is 394.

57080

-9.5
-9.5

A4.3 The TWSTFT and GPSPPP links after
the calibrations

Tdev /ps

-9.6
-9.6

σx /s

The calibration of the GNSS time transfer facility is not
the goal of this calibration tour. We give the following
GPSPPP and TWSTFT time link comparison result only
as complementary information.

200

-9.7
-9.7

180
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150

-9.8
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140

Figure A4.3 shows the TWSTFT and GPSPPP links after
the new CALR(Labk)= -488.0 ns (ITU CI=394/ S=1) and
the new INTDLY(L3) = +1.5 ns are applied, cf. Table A1
and [23]. The mean of the differences is 0.044 ns ±0.284
ns. Diurnals in both GPSPPP and TWSTFT present as
shown in the Figure A4.3.
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Figure A4.2a DCD of TWSTFT and PPP (BP0U-PTBB)
links of Lab(k)-PTB, Av=0.79±0.309 ns



separated by 0.4 ns. The StdB is stable during the
calibration tour.

2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2 Fig. 4.3.1a (72 Ep)
1.0 TW link (black cross) and GPSPPP link (blue circle)

CCD /ns

The instability of the StdB is no bigger than 0.5 ns since
its last visit to PTB in Aug. 2014.
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MJD
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